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Abstract

Link prediction is an important learning task for
graph-structured data. In this paper, we propose
a novel topological approach to characterize in-
teractions between two nodes. Our topological
feature, based on the extended persistent homol-
ogy, encodes rich structural information regarding
the multi-hop paths connecting nodes. Based on
this feature, we propose a graph neural network
method that outperforms state-of-the-arts on dif-
ferent benchmarks. As another contribution, we
propose a novel algorithm to more efficiently com-
pute the extended persistence diagrams for graphs.
This algorithm can be generally applied to accel-
erate many other topological methods for graph
learning tasks.

1. Introduction
Graph-structured data is very common in our life. Learning
from graphs is important in various scientific and industrial
domains (Zhang et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2020). In this pa-
per, we focus on the link prediction task, i.e., to learn to
predict whether an edge exists between two target nodes,
conditioned on their attributes and local connectivity (Liben-
Nowell & Kleinberg, 2007; Schlichtkrull et al., 2018; Lü
& Zhou, 2011). Link prediction is an important step in
knowledge discovery in various applications, e.g., recom-
mendation systems (Koren et al., 2009; Adamic & Adar,
2003), knowledge graph completion (Teru et al., 2020),
protein-protein interactions (Coulomb et al., 2005), and
gene prediction (Nagarajan et al., 2015).

Classic link prediction methods (Barabási & Albert, 1999;
Zhou et al., 2009; Brin & Page, 2012) use hand-crafted
connectivity features and enforce strong assumptions of the
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distributions of links, e.g., nodes with similar connectivity
features tend to be connected. Better performance has been
achieved by comparing the similarity of nodes in the embed-
ding space (Perozzi et al., 2014), which encodes more global
connectivity information. In recent years, graph neural net-
works (GNNs) have achieved state-of-the-art link prediction
performance as they exploit graph connectivity informa-
tion and node attributes in a completely data driven manner.
However, even for GNNs, graph connectivity information
such as node degrees is beneficial; it provides contextual
information for the graph convolutional operations (Kipf &
Welling, 2016; Qiu et al., 2018; Ye et al., 2020).

For link prediction, an effective strategy is the direct mod-
eling of the interaction between two target nodes. The
path distance of nearby nodes from the target nodes has
been shown useful (Zhang & Chen, 2018). However, these
distance-based methods mainly focus on the “closeness” be-
tween target nodes, but do not explicitly model the “richness
of connections” between them. In Figure 1, we show exam-
ples with the same distance encoding. But the connections
in the right example are much richer than in the left exam-
ple. It is conceivable that nodes with a wealth of multi-hop
connections have a better chance to share an edge.

Figure 1. Two example graphs. In both cases, black nodes have
the same distance from the red target nodes (either (2,1) or (1,2)).
But the richness of the connections is very different. On the left,
there are only three connections between the target nodes. On the
right, there are many more connections between the targets.

To exploit the richness of connections between nodes, we
propose a novel method based on the theory of persistent
homology (Edelsbrunner et al., 2000; Edelsbrunner & Harer,
2010), which encodes high-order structural information of
the graph via algebraic topology. The theory captures topo-
logical structures of arbitrary shape and scale, e.g., con-
nected components and loops, and encodes them in a robust-
to-noise manner. To predict whether two given nodes u and
v are connected, our method explicitly counts the number of
loops within their vicinity. This count essentially measures
the complexity of connections between u and v, which can
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Figure 2. An illustration of extended persistent homology. (a) We plot the input graph with a given filter function. The filter value for each
node is f(u1) = t1, f(u2) = t2, f(u3) = t3, f(u4) = t4. (b) The ascending and descending filtrations of the input graph. The bars of
brown and blue colors correspond to the life spans of connected components and loops respectively. The first four figures are the ascending
filtration, while the last four figures denote the descending filtration. In the ascending filtration, f(uv) = max(f(u), f(v)), while in the
descending filtration, f(uv) = min(f(u), f(v)). (c) In the resulting extended persistence diagram, red and blue markers correspond to
0-dimensional and 1-dimensional topological structures. There are two blue markers, corresponding to two loops (u1u3, u3u4, u4u1),
(u2u3, u3u4, u4u2). The range of filter function f for these two loops are [t1, t4], [t2, t4] respectively. These ranges are encoded as the
coordinates of the blue markers.

be indicative of the existence of links. The method not only
counts the numbers of loops, but also measures the range
of distance from u and v for each loop. See Figure 2 for
an illustration. This rich set of structural information is
mapped into a topological feature space and is integrated
into a graph neural network. As will be shown in experi-
ments, our topological loop-counting graph neural network
achieves better performance for link prediction.

Persistent homology has been used for learning with graphs
(Zhao & Wang, 2019; Hofer et al., 2020; 2017; Carrière
et al., 2020). However, most existing works use it as a global
structural feature for the whole graph. These global features,
although proven useful for graph classification tasks, cannot
describe the interaction between a pair of nodes.

In this paper, we propose a pairwise topological feature to
capture the richness of the interaction between a specific pair
of target nodes. We compute topological information within
the vicinity of the target nodes, i.e., the intersection of the k-
hop neighborhoods of the nodes. It has been shown that such
local enclosing graph carries sufficient information for link
prediction (Zhang & Chen, 2018). To measure the saliency
of topological structures, we also introduce a distance-based
filter function to measure the interaction between nodes.
These choices ensure our pairwise topological feature to be
informative of the interaction between the targets.

We propose topological loop-counting graph neural network
(TLC-GNN) by injecting the pairwise topological feature
into the latent representation of a graph neural network.
Our method achieves state-of-the-art performance in link
prediction. Another contribution of this paper is on the com-
putational side. To capture the full information of loops,
we use the extended persistent homology (Cohen-Steiner

et al., 2009). The commonly used algorithm is based on
a matrix reduction algorithm that is similar to the Gaus-
sian elimination. It is cubic to the input graph/subgraph
size, O((|V |+ |E|)3).1 Since the computation needs to be
executed on all training/validation/testing pairs of nodes,
we could significantly benefit from a faster algorithm. In
this paper, we propose a novel algorithm for the extended
persistent homology, specific for graphs. Instead of the ex-
pensive matrix reduction, our algorithm directly operates on
the graph and is quadratic to the input graph/subgraph size,
O(|V ||E|). This algorithm is not application specific and
can be applied to other graph learning problems (Zhao &
Wang, 2019; Hofer et al., 2020; 2017; Carrière et al., 2020).

In summary, our contribution is three-fold:

• We introduce a pairwise topological feature based on
persistent homology to measure the complexity of in-
teraction between nodes. We compute the topological
feature specific to the target nodes using a carefully
designed filter function and domain of computation.

• We use the pairwise topological feature to enhance
the latent representation of a graph neural network
and achieve state-of-the-art link prediction results on
various benchmarks.

• We propose a general-purpose fast algorithm to com-
pute extended persistent homology on graphs. The
time complexity is improved from cubic to quadratic
to the input size. It applies to many other persistent-
homology-based learning methods for graphs.

1In theory, the fastest algorithm for persistence diagram has
the same complexity as matrix multiplication (Milosavljević et al.,
2011), i.e., O((|V |+ |E|)ω), in which ω = 2.3728596 (Alman &
Williams, 2021).
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Outline. In Section 2, we briefly introduce existing works
on link prediction and on learning with topological informa-
tion. In Section 3, we present details of extended persistent
homology and our model, TLC-GNN. In Section 4, we in-
troduce a faster algorithm for extended persistent homology
and prove its correctness. In Section 5, we evaluate our
method on synthetic and real-world benchmarks.

2. Related Work
Link prediction methods. Early works (Barabási & Albert,
1999; Zhou et al., 2009; Brin & Page, 2012; Jeh & Widom,
2002) predict links based on node similarity scores mea-
sured within the local neighborhood of the two target nodes.
These methods tend to have strong assumptions on the link
distribution and do not generalize well. Graph embeddings
have been used to encode more global structural information
for link prediction (Koren et al., 2009; Airoldi et al., 2008;
Perozzi et al., 2014; Tang et al., 2015; Qiu et al., 2018).
However, these methods only rely on graph connectivity
and do not take full advantage of node attributes.

In recent years, new GNN-based methods have been pro-
posed to jointly leverage graph connectivity and node at-
tributes. Zhang & Chen (2018) show that local enclosing
subgraphs contains sufficient information, and propose a
GNN to leverage such information. Considering the non-
Euclidean nature of graph metrics, one may generalize graph
convolution to the hyperbolic space (Chami et al., 2019; Zhu
et al., 2020). However, most existing methods use either lim-
ited structural information or node embedding to represent
edge features. They do not explicitly model the advanced
topological information that arises in node interaction.

Learning with topological features. Persistent homology
(Edelsbrunner et al., 2000; Edelsbrunner & Harer, 2010)
captures structural information from the data using the lan-
guage of algebraic topology (Munkres, 2018). It captures
multi-scale topological structures in a provably robust man-
ner (Cohen-Steiner et al., 2007). Different learning methods
for persistent homology have been proposed, such as direct
vectorization (Adams et al., 2017), kernel machines (Rein-
inghaus et al., 2015; Kusano et al., 2016; Carriere et al.,
2017), convolutional neural networks (Hofer et al., 2017),
topological loss (Chen et al., 2019; Hu et al., 2019; Hofer
et al., 2019), and generative model (Wang et al., 2020).

For graph-structured data, topological features have been
used for node classification (Zhao et al., 2020) and graph
classification (Zhao & Wang, 2019; Hofer et al., 2020;
Carrière et al., 2020). However, these existing methods
cannot model interactions between nodes as desired in link
prediction tasks. Bhatia et al. (2018) also use persistent ho-
mology for link prediction. But their method only exploits
0-dimensional topology, i.e., whether the target nodes are

connected or not within the local neighborhood. This cannot
capture the complexity of connection as we intend to model.

3. Link Prediction with Persistent Homology
In this section, we introduce our topological loop-counting
graph neural network (TLC-GNN), which computes persis-
tent homology based on the chosen subgraph and incorpo-
rates the pairwise topological feature into a graph neural
network. The input of the model includes two target nodes
and a subgraph encoding their topological information. The
output is the probability of whether an edge exists between
the two target nodes.

In section 3.1 and 3.2, we will briefly introduce the extended
persistent homology and its computation, respectively. In
section 3.3, we will illustrate how to combine the topological
feature with a standard graph neural network.

3.1. Extended Persistent Homology

In this section, we provide a brief introduction to extended
persistent homology and refer the reader to (Cohen-Steiner
et al., 2009) for details. In the setting of graphs, the data
only contain 0-dimensional (connected components) and
1-dimensional (loops) topological structures2. We define
simplices to be all elements in the graph, including nodes
and edges. The combinatorial relationship between sim-
plices determines the topological structure of the graph, and
persistent homology can count the number of these topo-
logical structures. Besides, persistent homology measures
the saliency of all topological structures in view of a scalar
function defined on all simplices, called the filter function.
For example, let V , E be the sets of nodes and edges, andX
be the union of V and E, namely the set of simplices. The
filter function for nodes f : V → R can be defined as the
sum of the distance to the target nodes. Then we can further
define the filter function for edge uv as the maximum value
of f(u) and f(v).

Given the filter function for all the simplices in a graph, we
can define Xa as the sublevel set of X: Xa = {x|f(x) ≤
a, x ∈ X}. Here a is a threshold in the filter function f , and
Xa is the subset of X whose filter value are not greater than
a. As the threshold a increases from −∞ to∞, we obtain
the ascending filtration of X: ∅ = X−∞ ⊂ ... ⊂ X∞ = X .
An example is shown in the first half of Figure 2 (b).

With the increasing of threshold a, the sublevel set grows
from empty to X , and new topological structures gradually
appear (born) and disappear (die). For example, two con-
nected components appear when reaching Xt1 and Xt2 (for
simplicity, we replace Xti with Xi). One of the connected

2In graphs, there is no triangle. As a result, all the loops are
topological structures (non-bounding cycles).
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components disappears in X3. Besides, two loops appear
when reaching X4.

Extended persistence. However, with the settings above,
we find that some structures, such as the whole con-
nected component and all the loops, will never disappear.
To address this limitation of ordinary persistent homol-
ogy, Cohen-Steiner et al. (2009) propose extended persis-
tence by introducing another filtration of the superlevel set
Xa = {x|f(x) ≥ a, x ∈ X}. Let a decrease from ∞
to −∞, and we can obtain the descending filtration of X:
∅ = X∞ ⊂ ... ⊂ X−∞ = X3. An example descending
filtration is shown in the second half of Figure 2 (b). In the
descending filtration, the filter function for an edge uv is set
differently, i.e., f(uv) = min(f(u), f(v)).

For loops and the whole connected component in a graph,
the death time can be defined as the filter value in the super-
level set when the structure appears again. For instance, the
extended persistence point of the loop {ac, cd, da} in Figure
2 is (t4, t1). It is born when reaching X4 in the ascending
filtration and dies when reaching X1 in the descending fil-
tration. It is a bit counter-intuitive that the death time can
be smaller than the birth time.

After capturing the birth, death times of all the topological
structures, we encode them into a 2-D point set called per-
sistence diagram. Each topological structure corresponds to
one persistence point in the diagram. Its x and y coordinates
are the birth and death times. In Figure 2 (c), we show an
extended persistence diagram.

After obtaining the extended persistence diagram, we can
encode it into a vectorized feature called persistence image
(Adams et al., 2017). Further details are available in the
supplementary material.

3.2. Matrix Reduction Algorithm for Extended
Persistence Diagram

In this section, we will introduce the algorithm to com-
pute the extended persistence diagrams. Let m be the
total number of simplices (m = |V | + |E|). We write
(κ1, κ2, ..., κm) as the ascending sequence of simplices in
X , i.e., f(κ1) < f(κ2) < ... < f(κm)4. Similarly, we
write (λ1, λ2, ..., λm) as the descending sequence of sim-
plices inX . Every simplex will appear once in the ascending
sequence and once in the descending sequence.

To compute the extended persistence diagram, we need a bi-
nary valued matrix M to encode the adjacency relationship
between nodes and edges. Matrix M is a 2m× 2m matrix

3Technically, the superlevel set should be the relative homology
groups (X,Xa) in the second half of the filtration.

4Without loss of generality, we assume the filter function of all
nodes are distinct.

consisting of four m×m matrices: M =

[
A P
0 D

]
. Every

column or row of M corresponds to a simplex. In partic-
ular, the first m columns of M correspond to the ascend-
ing sequence of simplices κ1, ..., κm. The last m columns
of M correspond to the descending sequence of simplices
λ1, ..., λm. The setting is the same for the rows of M . Ma-
trix A encodes the relationship between all the simplices in
the ascending sequence. Similar to the incidence matrix of
a graph, A[i, j] = 1 iff κi is the boundary of κj , i.e., κi is a
node adjacent to the edge κj . The matrix A of Figure 2 is
shown in Figure 3

Figure 3. The matrix A of Figure 2

D is defined similarly, except that it encodes the relationship
of the simplices in the descending sequence, i.e.,D[i, j] = 1
iff λi is the boundary of λj . P stores the permutation that
connects the two sequences of simplices, i.e., P [i, j] = 1
iff κi and λj denote the same simplex. 0 is a zero-valued
m × m matrix. In the supplementary material, we will
provide a complete example of matrix M .

The computation of persistent homology boils down to
counting ranks of submatrices of the boundary matrix. This
can be achieved by a specific matrix reduction algorithm on
M . Algorithm 1 reduces M from left to right. To describe
the reduction process, let lowM (j) be the maximum row
index i for which M [i, j] = 1. For instance, in Figure 3,
lowM (4) = 3. If column j is zero, then lowM (j) is unde-
fined. M is reduced if lowM (j) 6= lowM (k) for any two
non-zero columns j 6= k. Notice that “add” here is the
mod-2 sum of the binary column vectors. After the matrix
reduction is finished, we can record the persistence dia-
gram. Each pair of simplex ids (lowM (j), j) corresponds
to an extended persistence pair. By taking the filter func-
tion value of the corresponding simplices, we will obtain
the corresponding birth and death times of a persistence
point. For simplicity, we slightly abuse the notation, that is
to denote the birth and death time as f(lowM (j)) and f(j)
respectively. To better illustrate Algorithm 1, we provide the
reduction process of Figure 2 in the supplementary material.
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Algorithm 1 Matrix Reduction
Input: filter funtion f , graph G
Persistence Diagram PD = {}
M = build reduction matrix(f,G)
for j = 1 to 2m do

while ∃k < j with lowM (k) = lowM (j) do
add column k to column j

end while
add (f(lowM (j)), f(j)) to PD

end for
Output: Persistence Diagram PD

3.3. TLC-GNN for Link Prediction

We have introduced extended persistent homology, its com-
putation and vectorization. Next, we explain how our
method computes topological feature for a specific pair of
target nodes, and combine it with GNN for link prediction.

To characterize the interaction between two target nodes, we
need to choose a vicinity graph and a corresponding filter
function. Given a weighted graph, we can define the sum of
the distance from any node v to the target nodes v1 and v2
as the filter function, f(v) = d(v, v1) + d(v, v2). Note that
for each pair of target nodes on which we predict whether a
link exists, we create a filter function and then compute the
persistent homology as the topological feature.

Our topological feature is only extracted within vicinity of
the target nodes. Existing works using persistent homol-
ogy usually exploit topological information from the whole
graph (Zhao & Wang, 2019; Hofer et al., 2020), thus cannot
be directly used in our task. Besides, topological structures
captured by global persistent homology can be irrelevant to
the target nodes if they are far away. As justified in (Zhang
& Chen, 2018), local enclosing subgraphs already contain
enough information for link prediction. We exploit the in-
tersection of the k-hop neighborhoods of the two target
nodes: let G = (V,E) be the whole graph, where V and E
are the set of vertices and edges. V1 = {v|d(v, v1) ≤ k}
and V2 = {v|d(v, v2) ≤ k} are the k-hop neighborhoods
of target nodes v1 and v2, V12 = V1 ∩ V2 is the intersec-
tion. The enclosing subgraph is G12 = (V12, E12), where
E12 = E ∩ V 2

12. We compute the persistence image of
the subgraphs generated by all possible links, and define
PI(v1, v2) as the persistence image of the subgraph gener-
ated by target nodes v1 and v2.

We combine the extracted topological feature PI(v1, v2)
with GNN-generated node embedding features for link pre-
diction. To obtain node embeddings, we use a classic L-
layer graph convolutional network (GCN) (Kipf & Welling,
2016). Messages are passed between nodes to update their
feature representations. After an L-layer GCN, the em-
bedding of a certain node can be viewed as a combina-

tion of node representation from its L-hop neighborhood.
H` = [h`1, h

`
2, ..., h

`
|V |] where h`i ∈ Rd` is the representa-

tion of node i in the `-th layer, ` = 0, 1, ..., L, and |V | is the
number of nodes. Here, H0 is the input node features, and
HL is the node embeddings of the final layer.

To compute the representation of all the nodes, in the `-
th layer, H` = σ(D̂−1/2ÂD̂−1/2H`−1W `), where Â =
A+ I denotes the adjacency matrix with inserted self-loop
and D̂ is a diagonal matrix with D̂[i, i] =

∑
j Â[i, j]. σ

represents the activation function, and W ` is a learned
matrix to encode node embedding from dimension d`−1
to d`. The nodewise formulation of node i is given by
h`i = σ(W `

∑
j∈N(i)

1√
d̂j d̂i

h`−1j ) where N(i) is the neigh-

borhood of node i including i itself.

For given target nodes u and v, the node embeddings hu
and hv obtained through the GCN model can be viewed as
the node feature, and the persistence image PI(u, v) can
be viewed as the edge feature. To combine the two features
effectively, we use a modified Fermi-Dirac decoder (Kri-
oukov et al., 2010; Nickel & Kiela, 2017): (hu − hv)

2

is defined as the distinction between the two nodes. It
is then concatenated with PI(u, v), and passed to a two
layer Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), which outputs a sin-
gle value. Denote the value after the two layer MLP as
distance of the two target nodes: dist(u, v), and the final
probability of whether there exists an edge between u and
v is prob(u, v) = 1

(e(dist(u,v)−2)+1)
. We then train TLC-

GNN by minimizing the cross-entropy loss using negative
sampling.

4. A Faster Algorithm for Extended
Persistence Diagram

In this section, we propose a new algorithm for extended
persistent homology. Recall that Algorithm 1 reduces the
matrix M . In the new algorithm, we manage to avoid ex-
plicit construction and reduction of the matrix M . Instead,
we create and maintain a rooted tree while going through
the descending filtration. When processing a new edge, by
inspecting its relationship with the current tree, we can find
the corresponding persistence pair efficiently. Afterward,
we update the tree and continue with the next edge in the
descending filtration. In section 4.1, we explain the algo-
rithm in details. In section 4.2, we prove the correctness of
the proposed algorithm.

4.1. A Faster Algorithm

Our new algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. For 0-dim
topology, we run existing union-find algorithm (Edelsbrun-
ner & Harer, 2010) for the ascending filtration once and for
the descending filtration once. The algorithm is guaranteed
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Algorithm 2 A Faster Algorithm for Extended Persistence
Diagram

Input: filter funtion f of descending filtration, graph G,
filter function fa of ascending filtration
0-dim PD, Epos, Eneg = Union-Find(G, f )
Tree T = Eneg + all the nodes
1-dim PD = {}
for ej in Epos do

assume ej = uv, Pathu ⊆ T is the path from u to r
within the tree T , Pathv ⊆ T is the path from v to r
Loop = Pathu ∪ Pathv − Pathu ∩ Pathv + ej
add (maxe∈Loopfa(e), f(ej)) to 1-dim PD
ek = argmaxe∈Loopfa(e)
T = T − {ek}+ {ej}

end for
Output: 0-dim PD, 1-dim PD

Figure 4. An illustration of Algorithm 2, based on Figure 2.

to be correct. In the following section, we will therefore
mainly focus on 1-dimensional extended persistence.

Take Figure 4 as an example, with the Union-Find algorithm
(Edelsbrunner et al., 2000; Cohen-Steiner et al., 2006), we
can procure the set of positive edges and the set of negative
edges in the descending filtration: Epos = {u2u3, u1u3},
Eneg = {u3u4, u2u4, u1u4}. Recall that positive edges
give rise to new loops, while negative edges do not. And in
the descending filtration, every positive edge will be paired
with a certain edge in the ascending filtration, and give rise
to a certain loop.

In order to find all the persistence pairs, we construct a tree
with all the negative edges and nodes. Every time we add
a positive edge into the tree, a loop appears. The newly
added edge and the edge which appears the latest in the
ascending filtration in the loop form the persistence pair.
We then delete the paired edge to update the tree iteratively.
Updating the tree is essential. When a new edge e is added
into the descending filtration, it forms a unique loop with
the tree; this loop is exactly the loop with the latest birth
during ascending and is coned out due to e. Without tree

updating, the loop formed by the tree and e will not be the
desired one.

Look at Figure 4, all the negative edges and nodes form (a).
The positive edge u2u3 is then added, and we can discover
the loop it forms: {u3u4, u4u2, u2u3}. In the loop, the
edge that appears the latest in the ascending filtration is
u3u4. The sequence of simplices in the ascending filtration
is shown in Figure 3. Then u2u3 is paired with u3u4, we
can obtain the persistence point (t4, t2).

After that, we delete the paired edge u3u4 to get (c). Then
the positive edge u1u3 is added, with the same process,
we can discover the loop: {u1u3, u3u2, u2u4, u4u1}, and
the paired edge is u2u4. The persistence point of the loop
is (t4, t1), so the final 1-dimensional extended persistence
diagram is {(t4, t2), (t4, t1)}.

Complexity of Algorithm 2. For every positive edge, the
time cost to get the loop and to form the new path are both
O(|V |), here |V | denotes the number of nodes, and |E|
represents the number of edges. So the time cost among all
positive edges is (|E|−|V |+1)∗O(|V |) = O(|V ||E|). The
union-find algorithm will take O(|V |+ |E|)log(|E|+ |V |).
Therefore the final computational cost is O(|V ||E|). This
is much more efficient than the complexity of the matrix
reduction algorithm, O((|V |+ |E|)3).

4.2. The Correctness of Algorithm 2

In this section, we prove the proposed faster algorithm is cor-
rect, i.e., it produces the same output as the matrix reduction
algorithm. Formally, we state the theorem as follows.

Theorem 1. Algorithm 2 outputs the same extended persis-
tence diagram as Algorithm 1.

We briefly explain the idea of the proof. A complete proof
is provided in the supplementary material.

The 0-dimensional persistent homology is computed us-
ing known Union-Find algorithm. We only need to prove
the correctness for the 1-dimensional topology, i.e., loops.
Recall each loop is created by an edge in the ascending fil-
tration and destroyed by an edge in the descending filtration.
We plan to show that the pairs of the edges found by our
new algorithm are the same as the pairs found by the matrix

reduction algorithm. Denote by M =

[
A P
0 D

]
the reduced

matrix of M and its submatrices.

We classify edges in the descending filtration into negative
descending edges and positive descending edges. A negative
descending edge ei destroys a connected component created
by a descending node vj . In the reduced matrix M , its
lowest entry [vj , ei] falls into D. A positive descending
edge ei adds a new loop to the superlevel set. But for
extended persistence, it destroys the loop created by an edge
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ej in the ascending filtration. The lowest entry of ei, [ej , ei]
falls into P . See Figure 2 (c) for an illustration of different
types of simplex pairs and their corresponding persistence
points in the extended diagram.

The core of our proof is to show that for each positive
descending edge, its corresponding pair found by the new
algorithm is equivalent to the pair in the reduced algorithm.
We prove this by induction. As we go through all positive
descending edges in the descending filtration, we show that
for edge ei, the pairing by our algorithm is the same as the
reduction result. We prove that:

• After reducing the D part of the column of ei, i.e.,
when low(ei) ≤ m, the remaining entries of ei in P
constitute a unique loop in {ei} ∪ Ti−1. Here Ti is the
tree after updating the first i positive edges.

• The lowest entry of the reduced column, ej , is not
paired by any other previous edges, and thus will be
paired with ei. Indeed, it is the last edge in the loop
w.r.t. the ascending ordering.

• The updating of the tree Ti = Ti−1 − {ej} + {ei} is
equivalent to adding the reduced column of ei to all
descending columns with nonzero entry at row of ej .
Although this will affect the final reduced matrix, it
will not change the resulting simplex pairings.

This proves that our new algorithm has the same output as
the existing matrix reduction algorithm. We have shown
that the new algorithm is much more efficient in terms of
complexity (Section 4.1). We will also validate the benefit
empirically in Section 5.

5. Experiments
We evaluate our method on on synthetic and real-world
graph datasets. We compare with different SOTA
link prediction baselines. Furthermore, we evaluate
the efficiency of the proposed faster algorithm for ex-
tended persistent homology. Source code is available at
https://github.com/pkuyzy/TLC-GNN.

Baseline methods. We compare our framework TLC-GNN
with different link prediction methods. We compare with
popular GNN models such as GCN (Kipf & Welling, 2016)
and GAT (Veličković et al., 2017). We use them for node
embedding and then adopt the Fermi-Dirac decoder (Kri-
oukov et al., 2010; Nickel & Kiela, 2017) to predict whether
there is a link between two nodes. We also compare with sev-
eral SOTA methods. SEAL (Zhang & Chen, 2018), which
utilize local distances and pre-trained transductive node fea-
tures for link prediction.HGCN (Chami et al., 2019), which
introduces hyperbolic space to deal with free-scale graphs.
GIL (Zhu et al., 2020), which takes advantage of both Eu-
clidean and hyperbolic geometries.

To demonstrate the importance of pairwise topological fea-
tures, we also compare with two baseline methods using
node-wise topological features, i.e., topological feature for
each node. PEGN (Zhao et al., 2020) extracts topologi-
cal features for each node using its neighborhood. Then
the node-wise topological feature is used to re-calibrate
the graph convolution. PEGN was originally designed for
node classification. Similar to GCN and GAT, we adapt it
to link prediction via the Fermi-Dirac decoder. A second
baseline, TLC-GNN (Nodewise), is a modification of our
method TLC-GNN (Ricci). Instead of the pairwise topo-
logical feature for a pair of target nodes, we concatenate
their node-wise topological features, inject it into the node
embedding, and then use MLP to predict.

For all settings, we randomly split edges into 85/5/10% for
training, validation, and test sets. To compute the distance-
based filter function, we need a graph metric. We use hop-
distance and Ollivier-Ricci curvature (Ni et al., 2018) re-
spectively. The filter function with hop-distance is the same
as Double-Radius Node Labeling (DRNL) (Zhang & Chen,
2018). For Ollivier-Ricci curvature, we compute the curva-
ture for all training edges and use them as the edge weights.
We add 1 to the curvature of all edges to avoid negative
edge weights. With this weighted graph, we define the filter
function of each node as the total shortest distance from
the two target nodes. In each subgraph, the corresponding
target nodes (v1, v2) are used as the anchors to compute the
filter function: for given node v, f(v) = d(v, v1)+d(v, v2),
where d(v, v1) is the shortest path distance between the
given node v and the corresponding target node v1 in the
weighted graph. Recall that we need to use the intersection
of the k-hop neighborhoods of the two target nodes to com-
pute pairwise topological features. The choice of k is either
1 or 2, depending on the size and density of the graph.

Note that here we use pre-computed weight function to de-
fine filter function. It is possible to extend the framework to
learn the filter function end-to-end, as in graph classification
(Hofer et al., 2020). However, this involves recomputing
filter function and persistence diagram for each pair of tar-
get nodes for each epoch; it is computationally prohibitive.
Alternatively, we may learn better kernels on the persistence
diagrams, which do not require recomputing persistence
diagrams every epoch (Zhao & Wang, 2019).

5.1. Synthetic Experiments

We generate synthetic data using a graph theoretical model
called Stochastic Block Model (SBM) (Holland et al.,
1983). To be specific, we create random graphs with 1000
nodes, forming 5 equal-size communities. Edges are ran-
domly sampled with intra-community probability p and
inter-community probability q. We randomly create 12
graphs with p ranging in {0.05, 0.25, 0.45} and q ranging

https://github.com/pkuyzy/TLC-GNN
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Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of ROC-AUC on real-world data. “*”: results copied from (Chami et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2020).

METHOD PUBMED PHOTO COMPUTERS

GCN (KIPF & WELLING, 2016) 89.56±3.660* 91.82±0.000 87.75±0.000
HGCN (CHAMI ET AL., 2019) 96.30±0.000* 95.40±0.000 93.61±0.000
GIL (ZHU ET AL., 2020) 95.49±0.160* 97.11±0.007 95.89±0.010
SEAL (ZHANG & CHEN, 2018) 92.42±0.119 97.83±0.013 96.75±0.015

PEGN (ZHAO ET AL., 2020) 95.82±0.001 96.89±0.001 95.99±0.001
TLC-GNN (NODEWISE) 96.91±0.002 97.91±0.001 97.03±0.001

TLC-GNN (DRNL) 96.89±0.002 97.61±0.003 97.23±0.003
TLC-GNN (RICCI) 97.03±0.001 98.23±0.001 97.90±0.001

Figure 5. Heatmap of ROC-AUC score for different methods on
synthetic data. For each method we generate a heatmap for its
performance on 12 synthetic graphs with different (p, q) combi-
nations. We also report in the title of each heatmap the average
performance over 12 graphs.

in {0.0, 0.015, 0.03, 0.045}. Furthermore, we assign each
node with a randomly created feature of dimension 100
and use them as the input of all the methods. For pair-
wise persistence diagrams, we use intersections of 1-hop
neighborhoods for all the graphs.

We run the methods on each synthetic graph 10 times and
report the mean average area under the ROC curve (ROC-
AUC) score as the result. More details can be found in the
supplementary material.

Results. Figure 5 reports the results of 6 methods. We
observe that TLC-GNN outperforms nearly all the SOTA
baselines among all the synthetic graphs. This justifies the
benefit of pairwise topological feature. We observe that GIL
sometimes performs well, but is unstable overall.

5.2. Real-World Benchmarks

We use a variety of datasets: (a) PubMed (Sen et al., 2008)
is a standard benchmark describing citation network. (b)

Table 2. Computational time (seconds per edge) evaluation.

PUBMED PHOTO COMPUTERS

ALG. 1 0.0068 1.6557 4.6531
ALG. 2 0.0027 1.1176 2.7033

Table 3. Experimental results(s) on PPI datasets
SAMPLES 1 2 3 4 5

GCN 75.21 74.42 77.68 76.22 69,67
GIL 57.69 1.45 34.90 85.61 33.65
HGCN CANNOT CONVERGE
SEAL 50.00 64.79 67.14 72.55 50.00
TLC-GNN 83.92 81.21 83.95 83.03 83.53

Photo and Computers (Shchur et al., 2018) are graphs re-
lated to Amazon shopping records. (c) PPI networks are
protein-protein interaction networks(Zitnik & Leskovec,
2017). More details of these datasts can be found in the
supplementary material.

For pairwise persistence diagrams, we compute intersec-
tions of 1-hop neighborhoods for PPI, Photo and Computers
due to their high density. We use intersections of 2-hop
neighborhoods for PubMed. Following prior works (Chami
et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2020), we evaluate link prediction us-
ing the ROC-AUC score on the test set. We run the methods
on each graph 50 times to get the results.

Results. Table 1 summarizes the performance of all meth-
ods. TLC-GNN is superior to others among all the bench-
marks. This implies that the high-order topological feature
is more effective in these large and dense graphs, which
tend to have rich and heterogeneous structures.

For PPI networks, we run experiments on 5 sample graphs.
Ollivier-Ricci curvature is adopted as the filter function.
The results are shown in Table 3. We observe that TLC-
GNN consistently outperforms nearly all the SOTA base-
lines among all the sampled PPI graphs. Although GIL
sometimes performs well, it is unstable overall. This further
justifies the benefit of pairwise topological feature.
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Ablation study. Comparing with models using nodewise
persistent homology (PEGN and TLC-GNN (Nodewise)),
TLC-GNN generally performs better. This proves that for
link prediction task, the proposed pairwise persistent ho-
mology carries crucial structural information to model node
interaction. Whereas nodewise topological feature cannot.

5.3. Algorithm Efficiency

To verify the computational benefit of the proposed new
algorithm (Algorithm 2), we compare it with the classic
matrix reduction algorithm (Algorithm 1) (implemented in
the Dionysus package (Morozov)). Both implementations
are written in python5. We compare the two algorithms
on all real-world benchmarks. We report the average run-
ning time for computing the pairwise topological feature for
each edge (in seconds). More details are available in the
supplementary material.

Results. As is shown in Table 2, the proposed Algorithm 2
achieves 1.5 to 2.5 times speedup compared with the matrix
reduction algorithm (Algorithm 1) on all benchmarks.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel pairwise topological fea-
ture for link prediction, based on the theory of persistent
homology. We also introduce a GNN model to leverage this
topological feature. Experiments show that our approach
outperforms state-of-the-arts on various benchmarks, espe-
cially on large and dense graphs. Besides, we propose a
novel algorithm to more efficiently calculate the extended
persistence diagrams on graphs. We verify the correctness
and efficiency of the algorithm. The algorithm can be gener-
alized to other graph learning tasks.
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